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POSITION DESCRIPTION 

POSITION  Vice President of Legacy and Institutional Giving 

ORGANIZATION  Food For The Poor 

REPORTS TO  Natalie Carlisle, Executive Vice President & Chief Development Officer 

LOCATION  Coconut Creek, Florida 

WEBSITE  foodforthepoor.org 

 

ORGANIZATIONAL OVERVIEW 

Founded in 1982, Food For The Poor (FFTP) is one of the largest international relief and development 

organizations in the nation, and does much more than feed millions of hungry children and families living 

in poverty primarily in 17 countries of the Caribbean and Latin America. Thanks to its faithful donors, the 

organization’s programs are providing housing, healthcare, education, clean water, emergency relief and 

micro-enterprise assistance, in addition to feeding hundreds of thousands of people each day. FFTP 

donors have built more than 87,700 safe and secure homes for the destitute. During 2020, FFTP built 

1,872 homes for families in need of safe shelter. Since 

inception, the charity has provided more than $16.6 billion 

in aid.  

Food For The Poor’s Programs 

 Feeding 

FFTP operates and supports programs that feed 

hundreds of thousands of people every day. To 

accomplish this, FTTP partners with churches, 

schools, hospitals, missionaries, and charitable 

organizations such as the Salvation Army, Caritas, the American Nicaraguan Foundation, the Order 

of Malta, and others. In the first six months of 2020, the charity provided more than 117 million 

meals to malnourished children and their families. Through a network of 3,550 local beneficiaries in 

Haiti, the charity teamed up with its many partners to feed the poorest of our brothers and sisters. 

These organizations are located throughout the country and are served by warehouses and 

distribution facilities in Port-au-Prince, Cap-Haitien and Titanyen. 

http://www.foodforthepoor.org/
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 Housing 

Throughout the Caribbean and Latin America, impoverished children and families often live in 

dilapidated shacks made of scraps of wood, metal, plastic and cardboard. This type of shelter offers 

little protection from the elements, insects, and 

rodents. As a result, illness and disease are rampant, 

especially among those who are most vulnerable, the 

young and elderly. In addition, the suffering people 

who live in these conditions are particularly 

devastated by natural disasters such as floods and 

hurricanes.  

Since inception, FFTP has built more than 87,700 safe 

and secure homes. These homes not only benefit the 

families receiving them, but also provide a source of 

much-needed work for local laborers. (House designs and construction materials may vary in 

different countries.) The charity has built 11,217 homes in Haiti since the January 2010 earthquake. 

 Education 

The importance of education in breaking the cycle of poverty is crucial. To this end, FFTP ships 

books, school supplies, furniture, computers, and other needed items to schools throughout the 

Caribbean and Latin America. The charity solicits used school desks, furniture, and other equipment 

from school districts in the United States when they replace these items. Such classroom necessities 

are then shipped to schools in need. 

In addition to providing supplies, FFTP also supports school feeding programs in the countries we 

serve. For many poor children, the nutritious food they receive at school may be their only meal of 

the day. The meals not only help a child concentrate, learn, and develop, but they also serve as a 

powerful incentive for parents to send their children to school. 

In the first six months of 2020, FFTP built, repaired, or expanded 21 schools, and shipped 133 

tractor-trailer loads of school furniture, books, and educational supplies to schools, providing 

children with valuable tools for learning. 

 Medical Care 

Medical care and treatment often are minimal or underfunded in the countries FFTP serves.  In 

addition to constructing clinics and hospitals, FFTP provides medical institutions with supplies to 

care for the sick. The charity solicits donations from major medical suppliers of equipment and 

medicine for distribution throughout the Caribbean and Latin America. In Haiti, FFTP operates 

outpatient clinics and supplies hospitals with food, medicine, and medical equipment. FFTP also 

supports hospitals, clinics, HIV/AIDS facilities, homes for the elderly, and homes for orphaned and 

abandoned children throughout the Caribbean and Latin America by providing food, medicine, and 

medical supplies. In the first six months of 2020, a total of 256 tractor-trailer loads of 
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pharmaceuticals, medical supplies, medical furniture, and medical equipment were sent to help 

care for the sick in the countries where we serve. 

 Children’s Homes 

FFTP has specially selected children’s homes that 

participate in our Angels Of Hope program. These 

children’s homes are safe havens where boys and 

girls can grow and develop mentally and physically. 

Additionally, the charity supports homes for at-risk 

children, the handicapped, and the elderly. In the 

first six months of 2020, caring donors sponsored 

7,001 orphaned and abandoned children in 176 

children’s homes. FTTP encourages its donors to 

build a relationship with sponsored children to 

encourage them and let them know that they are 

loved and valued. 

 Water Projects 

The need for clean water is critical in the countries 

FFTP serves. In some cases, local water sources 

might be polluted or contaminated. In other 

instances, women and children must walk for 

hours to a water source, returning home with 

heavy buckets that contain their family’s daily water supply, with no certainty of its purity. 

FFTP provides villages and communities with alternatives to drinking polluted water. Water wells, 

pumps, water treatment units, cisterns and sanitation facilities greatly reduce illnesses, diseases 

and parasites associated with polluted or contaminated water. In the first six months of 2020, FFTP 

installed 96 water wells. 

Solar-powered water purification and chlorination units are used to treat water. With the help of 

Water Mission, FFTP has installed a total of 192 water filtration units since 2008. Each unit purifies 

and chlorinates up to 10,000 gallons of water a day. 

Freed from the tedious and grueling chore of walking for hours to and from a water source, children 

with access to water can attend school, and women can utilize their time for more productive tasks. 

Since 1998, the organization has completed 2,703 water projects. 

 Micro-Enterprise Development 

Providing impoverished people with long-term, sustainable solutions to poverty is a priority at the 

charity. To accomplish this, the organization has developed several micro-enterprise programs that 

help our suffering brothers and sisters help themselves through self-sustaining income-generating 

and food-producing projects. 

MISSION  
Food For The Poor’s mission is to link 
the church of the First World with the 
church of the Third World in a manner 
that helps both the materially poor and 
the poor in spirit. 

The materially poor are served by local 
churches, clergy, and lay leaders who 
have been empowered and supplied 
with goods by Food For The Poor. 

The poor in spirit are renewed by their 
relationship with and service to 
children and families living in poverty 
through our direct ministry of 
teaching, encouragement, and prayer. 
Ultimately, we seek to bring both 
benefactors and recipients to a closer 
union with our Lord. 
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Some of these projects include: 

▪ Fishing villages in Jamaica, Haiti, 

Honduras, and Dominica 

▪ Agricultural projects, research, and 

training 

▪ Aquaculture fish farms 

▪ Animal husbandry projects 

▪ Apiculture and honey production 

▪ Bakeries 

▪ Woodworking shops 

▪ Sewing enterprises 

▪ Women’s vocational training centers 

▪ Biodigester project 

 

These skills training and micro-enterprise projects help people living in poverty to earn an income 

and learn a viable trade. In many cases, those receiving help will in turn help others in their 

community. 

Fishing villages are a prime example of the effectiveness of self-help projects. When destitute 

coastal villages are selected to participate in FFTP’s fishing village program, a fishing cooperative is 

formed. The cooperative is supplied with boats, motors, fishing tackle and safety gear, refrigeration 

equipment, a storage facility and training in deep-sea fishing. 

Thanks to these resources, fishermen are then able to fish in deeper, more bountiful waters and 

catch larger fish that yield more profit. The entire community benefits from this enterprise, because 

many will buy fish wholesale in order to sell it retail, while others sell fish to residents. Additionally, 

the fishermen are required to return a portion of their proceeds to those who are less fortunate. 

There are 74 fishing villages in operation: 15 in Jamaica, 43 in Haiti, 15 in Honduras, and one in 

Dominica. 

 Disaster Relief 

Whenever the need arises, FFTP stands ready to send immediate assistance to those affected by 

natural disasters.  

COVID-19: On March 18, 2020, FFTP staff began working remotely due to the unprecedented 

pandemic, COVID-19, a respiratory disease caused by the coronavirus. Families living in extreme 

poverty in the Caribbean and Latin America have been hit hard by the pandemic and are facing 

lasting economic damage and fears of a food crisis. FFTP responded quickly. Since mid-March, the 

charity has shipped more than 200 containers specifically for COVID-19 relief, including food, 

personal hygiene items, medical supplies, medicine, personal protective equipment, and cleaning 

supplies, and 120 containers of rice from the Republic of China (Taiwan).  

Hurricane Dorian: On Sept. 2, 2019, Hurricane Dorian became the most intense hurricane on record 

to strike the Bahamas, with winds in the Category 5 storm peaking at 185 mph. The massive storm 

stalled before making its first landfall on the Abaco Islands on Sept. 1, followed by a second landfall 

on Grand Bahama Island. FFTP responded immediately and sent disaster pallets via air freight to 

Nassau. These disaster pallets were received by the HeadKnowles Foundation, working in 

conjunction with Sandals Foundation, for distribution within days of the disaster.  
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Haiti Earthquake: On Oct. 6, 2018, a magnitude 5.9 earthquake struck Port-de-Paix, Haiti, killing 18 

people and damaging hundreds of structures, according to published reports. FFTP’s headquarters 

in Florida airfreighted 10 pallets of kerosene stoves, canned sausages, blankets, flashlights with 

batteries and personal hygiene kits and eight pallets of tarps to the charity’s offices in Port-au-Prince 

and Cap-Haitien. FFTP-Haiti sent five truckloads of food, medicine, and hygiene items from Port-au-

Prince and two from Cap-Haitien to the three 

emergency centers in the northwest part of the 

country.  

Guatemalan Volcano: On June 3, 2018, the Volcán de 

Fuego (Spanish for “Volcano of Fire”) erupted and 

released a stream of lava and a cloud of hot rocks and 

ash over nearby Guatemala City, the capital of 

Guatemala. According to published reports, the 

volcanic eruption killed 194 people, 260 of whom 

were officially declared missing. The eruption was the 

most severe in 45 years and the volcano is one of the most active in Central America. FFTP rushed 

emergency aid, which included medical supplies, food, and clothing for the volcano victims.  

Hurricane Maria: On Sept. 18, 2017, Hurricane Maria made landfall on the Caribbean island of 

Dominica as a powerful Category 5 hurricane with winds of more than 155 mph. Between 

September 2017 and June 2018, FFTP shipped 94 tractor-trailer loads of relief items that included 

nonperishable food, two-burner liquid petroleum gas (propane) stoves, commercial-grade and 

standby generators, 5-gallon buckets with cleaning supplies, and rebuilding supplies, such as 

lumber, nails, zinc panels and tools. 

While FFTP's mission primarily is to serve internationally, the charity has responded in the past to 

catastrophic disasters in the United States and the U.S. territory of Puerto Rico. On Sept. 20, 2017, 

Hurricane Maria slammed into Puerto Rico as a Category 4 hurricane, killing hundreds and 

destroying an estimated 250,000 homes and damaging 400,000 others. Thousands on the island 

were without electricity for nearly a year after the storm. Thanks to generous donors and partners, 

thousands of families in Puerto Rico received much-needed aid. In 2018, FFTP shipped 47 tractor-

trailer loads of aid to Puerto Rico, including more than 200 commercial-grade and standby 

generators.  

Distribution: FFTP works directly with churches, the clergy, missionaries, and other 

nongovernmental organizations in the countries where it serves. The organization asks what’s 

needed and then supplies the requested items. This direct distribution method helps to ensure that 

only items needed are shipped, and it also helps keep operational costs to a minimum. 

Since 1982, FFTP has shipped more than 91,500 containers of goods. Agreements with the 

governments of the countries that receive aid often allow these shipments to enter the countries 

duty-free. 
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Leadership 

Edward Raine | President & Chief Executive Officer 

Edward “Ed” Raine is President & Chief Executive Officer of Food For The Poor. He 

joined Food For The Poor in October 2017 and was appointed Executive Vice 

President in May 2018. In that role, he oversaw many aspects of management for 

the organization, focusing on organizational development and strategy. Ed was 

appointed President & Chief Executive Officer in December 2019. 

Ed served previously in executive roles in Operations and Human Resources. His 

understanding of how to shape company cultures in a global context has enabled 

organizations to scale for growth. His focus is on clear strategic direction, efficiency, 

and driving organizational effectiveness, while guiding organizations during periods of significant change. 

In addition to his 30 plus years in the corporate world, Ed served on the Board and as Chairman of the 

Board for the nonprofit Northeast Human Resources Association (NEHRA), and as a Corporate Sponsor 

Liaison with Best Buddies International. 

Ed first saw the work of Food For The Poor on a mission trip to Haiti in 2009, and he realized that he could 

align his passion to help organizations scale for growth with helping donors who care so passionately to 

help those less fortunate make a real difference in the world. 

Natalie Carlisle | Executive Vice President & Chief Development Officer  

Natalie Carlisle is Executive Vice President & Chief Development Officer of Food For 

The Poor. Natalie leads the Major Gifts, Donor Relations, Foundations, Planned 

Giving, Business Development and Special Events departments.  

Natalie joined the organization in January 2010 to establish the Major Giving 

Department. As the Vice President of Major Giving, she developed the strategy, plans, and staff necessary 

to build and strengthen partner relationships nationally. 

Much of Natalie’s 25-year nonprofit fundraising career has been focused on Major Gift development, 

Capital Campaigns, Planned Giving, Special Events, and nonprofit program development. She has held 

executive leadership positions and consulted with state, national, and international organizations. 

With a heart for the poor and underserved, Natalie is committed to connecting those who have been 

blessed materially with opportunities to invest in the lives of others in a way that provides impactful 

outcomes for both. 

Natalie holds the Certified Fund Raising Executive (CFRE) designation and a certificate in Planned Giving 

from the Planned Giving Institute at the College of William and Mary. She attended Auburn University and 

the University of North Alabama earning a Bachelor of Science degree in Marketing. 

She is married to Joey, has one daughter, and is an active supporter of several nonprofits in their home 

state of Mississippi. 

Edward Raine 

Natalie Carlisle 
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CONTEXT FOR RECRUITMENT AND ROLE SUMMARY 

Food For The Poor is at a pivotal time in its 38-year history. Under the inspired leadership of Chief 

Executive Officer Ed Raine, who has reinvented the charity’s culture with greater transparency, 

accountability, inclusivity, and team empowerment, FFTP is 

energized and unified and responding with urgency to the 

challenges facing the world with the COVID-19 pandemic at 

the immediate forefront. This unprecedented global crisis 

has accelerated FFTP’s embrace and adoption of technology 

and remote work. The charity surpassed its 2020 cash 

budget projections by 7.5 percent despite the significant 

disruption, being buoyed by a legion of faithful donors 

responding to the urgent needs of the 17 countries that FFTP 

supports in the Caribbean and Latin America. As part of this 

dynamic organizational change, FTTP has restructured its 

Development Division to create greater efficiencies and a 

more collaborative environment to better serve the charity’s 

many donors, significantly grow revenue to support FFTP’s 

plethora of programmatic offerings, and ultimately touch 

and transform the lives of FFTP’s millions of beneficiaries. 

For 2020, Food For The Poor raised more than $130 million 

in net revenue. 

Amid this favorable context, Food For The Poor seeks a 

seasoned and motivated fundraising professional for the 

newly created role of Vice President of Legacy and 

Institutional Giving (Vice President). The Vice President is 

responsible for building and leading the team within the 

Development Division responsible for Legacy and Gift 

Planning, Foundations, Business & Corporate Development, 

and Service Organizations. The Vice President will initially 

manage a three-person staff, with the budget to hire for five 

professional positions this year. Key priorities for the Vice 

President include leading donor discovery, implementing 

strategies to create and strengthen donor relationships, 

enhancing levels of engagement with current and 

prospective donors, strengthening the awareness of FFTP’s vital mission, and ultimately aligning external 

funding with the financial needs of the organization. 

The successful candidate must possess a desire to make a positive impact and create change for the 

impoverished of the world. In addition, they will be profoundly collaborative and possess superior people 

GUIDING PRINCIPLES - C R U S E  

Collaboration – Collaboration is 
expected from everyone, is not 
always comfortable for the 
individual, but always best for 
FFTP, the Donor, and the 
Beneficiary. 

RTR (Right Things Right) – We strive 
to maximize both efficiency and 
effectiveness to ensure we do the 
right thing the right way – all the 
time. 

Urgency – The quicker we can 
make a difference in the life of one 
person the quicker we make a 
difference in the life of another. 
Urgency to be better. 

Stewardship – We willingly and 
diligently learn fast, work smarter 
and harder to best faithfully serve 
Christ, our Donors, Staff, and 
Beneficiaries. 

Engagement – We know that the 
more we can inspire our staff and 
our Donors, we know we can do 
our best work to meaningfully 
touch the lives of the poor we 
serve. 
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management and development skills, highly effective interpersonal communication abilities, and a sense 

of urgency, as well as the gravitas and leadership presence to interact with high-level donors, corporate 

leaders, FFTP leadership, and its Board of Directors. The Vice President of Legacy and Institutional Giving 

must be transparent, open-minded, resourceful, organized, results-oriented, data-driven, and should 

possess compassion and diplomacy. The demonstrated ability to be a strategic, innovative thinker and to 

achieve goals efficiently is essential for success, particularly in this challenging and uncertain time of the 

COVID-19 pandemic. Most importantly, the Vice President of Legacy and Institutional Giving must have a 

deep passion for the mission of the charity. 

Overall Responsibilities 

 Lead fundraising efforts for Planned Giving, Foundations, Business & Corporate Development, and 

Service Organizations. 

 Personally visit and assist in the management of relationships with top-tier donors.  

 Develop fundraising teams internally and remotely. 

 Work with team members to identify, qualify, cultivate, solicit, and steward friends of FFTP.  

 Collaborate with and support donors, team members, and other representatives of FFTP to cultivate 

and solicit prospects and donors for organization priorities.  

 Must be a highly energetic professional with a track record of building donor relationships and 

closing five/six/seven-figure gifts.  

 Adhere to the highest ethical standards. 

 Demonstrate empathetic disposition, and perseverance; reflect optimistic and positive attitude, and 

convey sensitivity to needs of the donors.  

Duties 

 Provide leadership, professional expertise, and direction to your staff. 

 Organize, train, motivate, and lead staff members. 

 Set strategy, goals and objectives with staff and work together to attain them.  

 Oversee and participate in the development of Major Donor relationships nationally.  

 Travel regularly to support donors in portfolio and the solicitation efforts of team members.  

 Develop and/or modify fundraising programming and strategy as necessary to support overall goals 

and objectives of FFTP. 

 Provide regular reports of activity and progress to Executive Vice President & Chief Development 

Officer.   

 Work collaboratively with other departments and offer strategy assistance to staff.  

 Any other duties as assigned by the Executive Vice President & Chief Development Officer. 
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CANDIDATE PROFILE 

Education 

 Bachelor’s degree required; Certified Fund Raising Executive (CFRE) accreditation desired.  

Skills and Experience 

 Seven or more years of successful fundraising and nonprofit management experience. 

 Successful management of fundraising team and record of meeting and exceeding goals. 

 History of cultivating and closing six/seven-figure 

gifts. 

 Superior written and verbal communication skills. 

 Strong organizational capabilities. 

 Ability to manage multiple tasks effectively. 

 Understand all aspects of development and 

fundraising in order to effectively lead others. 

 Interest in all aspects of serving the poor and a 

dedication to promoting FFTPs fundraising priorities through developing excellent relationships 

with donors/staff/ volunteers at all levels. 

 Demonstrated leadership and the ability to successfully manage multi-functional or diverse areas. 

 Computer savvy; knowledge of all Microsoft Office applications; donor software/Donor Direct 

experience helpful. 

 Licensed driver. 

Food For The Poor is an equal opportunity employer and does not discriminate against 

or permit the harassment of any employee or applicant for employment because of their race, color, 

religion, gender, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, national origin, age, disability, genetic 

information, marital status, amnesty, or status as covered veteran or any other protected category in 

accordance with applicable federal, state, and local laws in any aspect of employment opportunity.  

Food For The Poor’s policy of equal employment opportunity and nondiscrimination extends to 

recruitment, employment, advancement and promotion, compensation and benefits administration, 

leaves of absence, training and development, and other personal actions. 
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SEARCH TEAM - DIVERSIFIED SEARCH GROUP

GERARD F. CATTIE, JR. 

Managing Director 

Practice Leader – Development & Philanthropy 

Diversified Search 

212.542.2587 | gerard.cattie@divsearch.com 

ANNE MCCARTHY 

Vice President (Strategic Advisor) 

Koya Partners 

312.788.2753 | amccarthy@koyapartners.com 

 

MANUEL A. GONGON, JR. 

Principal 

Diversified Search 

215.656.3588 | manuel.gongon@divsearch.com  

BETH REEVES  

Vice President and Senior Associate  

Diversified Search 

212.542.2584 | beth.reeves@divsearch.com 

ARAGLIN MCBREEN 

Research Associate  

Diversified Search 

202.296.6676 | 

araglin.mcbreen@divsearch.com   

 

TAMMY SCHILLIN  

Executive Assistant | Project Manager 

Diversified Search 

212.542.2575 | tammy.schillin@divsearch.com 
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